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VI CTOR lA C I RLOT, Hildegarda de Bingen: vida de una visionaria 
(Hildegard de Bingen: Life of a Visionary, p.17). An interpretation of 
the life of Hildegard de Bingen from the conserved biographical texts: 
the same biography written by Theoderich von Echternach with 
autobiographical passages, the letters .in which she talks of herself, 
the autobiographical passages inserted in her prophetic work. The 
interpretation supposes the bringing up to date of those medieval 
texts from the point of view of pyschological ideas, such as those 
provided by Carl Gustav Jung, as well as authors such as Emil 
Cioran or lsak Dinesen who have thought about holiness and mysti- 
cism, and life and destiny respectively, or of genres that have outli- 
ned a symbolic conception of life, as in the case of the Arthurian 
novel. The authoress presents the life of Hildegard divided into three 
parts: the first, from her birth until the year 1141 (the great event, that 
leads her from vision to writing); from 1141 until 1150 (writing and 
departure for Rupertsberg), would configure the second stage inter- 
preted as the "ometanoian" crisis; from 11 51 until her death, third 
stage, preluded by an intense creativity and by two successive 
visions: that of 11 58 (origin of her second prophetic work) and that of 
1163 (origin of her third prophetic work) that, according to Hildegard 
herself, situates the prophetess in the field of mysticism. The autho- 
ress has followed the hypothesis of Barbara Newman, who recently 
presented Hildegard as visionary, prophetess and mystic successi- 
vely, reinforcing her with new arguments, such as the relationship 
between a passage of the Speculum virginium (book V, 879-885) and 
the autobiographical passage of the second book of the Life of 
Hildegard de Bingen. The authoress concludes: "lf the textual relation- 
ship between this passage and the Speculum is correct, Hidegard 
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would present herself as the wife of Christ, alluding with it to a 
superior visionary experience: there where vision becomes union." 
PETER DRONKE, Las invenciones de Hildegarda (The inventions of 
Hildegard, p.33). This essay combines an attempt to characterize 
Hildegard's invented language - the lgnota lingua that she set down 
in the '1 150s - with a detailed analysis of her poetic innovations in four 
antiphons and responsories among her lyrical compositions. The 
lgnota lingua is fragmentary in its extant form: it gives just over a 
thousand nouns, offering an image of the universe from God and 
angel to trees and plants; in the zoological part, the sections on 
beasts and fishes are missing. The language is concerned almost 
entirely with the sensory sublunary world. As in her poetry, Hildegard 
here loves to play with words, and to associate words and concepts 
in unexpected ways. Both her Lingua and her Symphonia show her 
chafinlg at the limitations of German and Latin, and trying for the 
farthest reaches of what it is possible to do with language. Hildegard's 
lyrics .- including one that uses five invented words - mix metaphors 
daringly, but never carelessly. The aim is a conscious synaesthesia: 
to fuse sense-impressions in such a way as to achieve intensified 
richness of meaning, meaning that often seems to be reflected 
likewise in the more unusual musical effects in her melodies. The 
responsory O quam mirabilis est, with which the essay concludes, is 
seen as a high point of twelfth century humanism. It shows the 
humari as the centre of all that is: it is by gazing into the human face 
that God plans the universe. 
ANA VARGAS MART~NEZ, Crear y sostener 10 creado: desplaza- 
mientos en la política de un grupo de mujeres (Creating and Sustai- 
ning ttle Created: displacements in the Politics of a Group of Women, 
p.63). This article is an analysis of and a reflection upon the displace- 
ments that took place in the political practice of a group of women. 
Displa.cements that are joined to experience and that occured when 
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we were open to the reality that changes. The founding of the Autono- 
mous Feminist Platform created by a group of women, in Madrid, ten 
years ago now, constitutes the starting point in the political trajectory of 
change. In the first place the most significant facts that led to the 
creation of this group are considered. Secondly, I expain how the 
relationships with other women, their words and their experiences, 
opened up new spaces and ways of thinking that caused the questio- 
ning of the political practice that was exercised. The fact of so doing 
generated a series of conflicts that made relationships, in some mo- 
ments, difficult. Finally I show the context and experience from which 
political practice takes place at this moment. A politics that is based on 
relationships and the recognition of authority. 
AM PARO BELLA RANDO, Ordenes y desordenes en el feminismo 
zaragozano. Una retrospectiva (Orders and Disorders in the Femi- 
nism of Zaragoza. A Retrospective, p.91). This article puts together a 
retrospective analysis of the feminist groups in the town of Zaragoza 
in the period of the democratic transition and up to the nineteen 
nineties. The establishing of relationships between different women 
to make politics is the raw material of this study, setting out from the 
premise that there exists a practice of relationship between women 
where processes of mutual authorisation and legitimisation can oc- 
cur. The search for and analysis of this practice of significant relatio- 
nships constitutes a methodology of study of women's movements. A 
brief local history of these movements that come from the anti-Franco 
fight and the neighbourhood associations is related in order to shape, 
through social and political participation, processes of conscious- 
ness of feminine identity that will come to form feminist organisations 
and collectives, as well as act as an incentive to different social 
sensitivities, relationships and ways of intervention in Zaragozan life. 
MAR~A-MILAGROS RIVERA GARRETAS, La política de 10 simbólico 
en el Centro Duoda (The Politics of the Symbolic in the Centre 
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Duoda, p.121). During the last ten years, amongst some members of 
the ClHD the tendency arose of putting the name "Duoda" to practi- 
ces arid desires that moved there: a research group, first (the 'Duoda 
Project", in 1989), to the journal, afterwards (in 1991) and to the 
whole Centre (in 1995). 1 propose to interpret the persistent attach- 
ment ,to the name of Dhuoda as a political practice of the symbolic. 
Specifically, I think that the name of this authoress of the ninth 
century has become, for some, an allegory of authority and author- 
ship; :signalling the desire for the restitution, in the University, of the 
feminine and maternal origin of authority. 
REME3 ARNAUS and NURIA PEREZ DE LARA, Una experiencia de 
partir de s i  en un contexto educativo (An Experience of Departing 
From the Self in an Educational Context, p.139). Within the credits of 
the Mlaster in Women's Studies, as lecturers of the subject "Subjecti- 
vity, Experience and Educational Knowledge", we proposed to start 
the work by departing from the experiences that were significant both 
in the positive and negative sense in our educational trajectory, as 
pupils and teachers - in the case that it were so. This text that we 
offer here is the f~u i t  of the elaboration of the ideas that arose in the 
first sessions in which we shared, teachers and pupils, our educatio- 
nal experiences. The most relevant subjects that arose refer to the 
three aspects that we develop in the text: the experience of departing 
from the self as the need to name ourselves in the first person; the 
sense of feminine mediation in the educational relationship; and the 
negation as subjects in eduaction, the negation of desire. 
Traducció de Caroline Wilson 
